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Executive Summary 
 


ScanPath, Kent State University School of Library and information Science, was contracted by 


the Mansfield/Richland County Public Library to conduct usability tests on the current 


Mansfield/Richland County Public Library http://mrcpl.org/.   The goal of the testing was to 


provide concrete examples and recommendations for the future redesign of the M/RCPL 


website. 


Testing Goals 


 Watch and observe how people use the M/RCPL website 


 Understand user and library patron intentions 


 Detect user trends and patterns 


 Identify areas of indecision or of confusion 


 Track actual gaze patterns and eye movements 


 


The pool of 6 testing participants was recruited by M/RCPL.  The testing participants were all 


patrons and area residents of the Mansfield/Richland County area.  The  total of six test 


participants where directly compensated by M/RCPL.   


 


ScanPath conducted onsite testing using eye-tracking technology, at the main branch of the 


M/RCPL.  Eye-tracking is a non-invasive testing tool.  Eye tracking technology allows us to “see” 


what library patrons’ are acutally viewing while they are using the library website.  This is 


sometimes in direct conflict with what the user intends or says they are actually doing. 


 


Testing Tasks 


1. How often do you visit this website? 


2. Who are your current Richland County Commisioners? 


3. Have you used the online calendar of events? 


4. Do you know what book notes is? 


5. Use consumer reports to gather information to be used to purchase your future car 


6. Can you tell if the library has a DVD you would like to check out? 


 



http://mrcpl.org/
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The Participants 
There were a total of of 6 onsite user/patron testing participants.  The participants consisted of 


two males and four females.  There were two teenage participants; and the remaining 


participants were all adult age.  All the participants self indentified themselves as active library 


patrons.  


User’s Mental Models 
The primary reason to visit the M/RCPL is to view book circulation information.  The secondary 


visit point is to discover DVD information.  Using the website to research was only identified by 


16.67% of testing participants. 


Only 1 testing participant identified themselves as using the online user account system.   


Testing Methodology 
There were two forms of testing methodoly that Scanpath used during the testing phase.  Eye 


tracking technology was used to capture and to correlate the testing data. 


Contextual inquiry was used to uncover user habit’s that closely mirrored user habit’s under 


normal user conditions.  This is akin to watching how a library patron actually uses the library 


website while in the branch library. 


Think-alouds are simply the verbalized mental models the user undergoes while using the 


M/RCPL website.  This is then compared against the eye tracking data that is eventually 


recorded.  Samples of the actual eye tracking screen captures are presented in the 


recommendations section. 
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Recommendations 


Recommendations Matrix Key 
 


 High  This represents the highest 
priority for redesign 


 Users’ exhibited the highest 
level of testing frustration 


 Future and indepth testing is 
highly recommended for this 
level 


 
 
 


  


 Moderate  This represents a moderate 
level of  priority for redesign 


 Users’ exhibited moderate 
levels of testing frustration 


 Revised testing may be 
implemented in the future 


 
 
 


  


 Low  This represents the lowest 
priority for redesign 


 Users’ exhibited the lowest 
level of testing frustration 


 Budgetary concerns would 
relegate these changes as the 
least important 
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Test 1 


 
Level:  Low 
Object:   


“How often do you visit this website?” 
Observation: 


“I never do, now, but I have visited it before for teen board” 
Recommendation: 


There will always be library patron’s that will not use the web site 
Further testing would be required to determine reason’s to attract these users 
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Test 2 


 
Level:  Low 
Object:   


“Who are your current Richland County Commisioners?” 
Obervation:   


The users were able to locate the Richland County Commissioner information, 
using the Global “Community” link 
Recommendation:  


Further testing would be required to either retain and separate the community 
links 
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Test 3 


 
Level:  High 
Object:   


“Have you used the online calendar of events?” 
“Did you know there were many events available at the library?” 
Observation:   


User’s were not at all inclined to search the events calendar, User’s avoided this 
link during testing 
Recommendation:   


Position the calendar of events as a side navigation and position it secondary to 
basic and advanced searching 
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Test 4 


 


Level:  High 
Object:   


Book Notes 
Observation:   


Book notes could not be indentified by any user 
Recommendation:   


Book notes represents fourth column navigation and should be avoided; in 
contextual inquiry, book notes could not be indentified 
Book notes can be repositioned as a tertiary side navigation, but the book notes 
page should be described more in detail:  is it a selection recommendation tool or 
a book club recommendation 
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Test 5 


 


Level:  High 
Object:   


Research Databases 
Observations:   


All user’s were aware they could do research online, but the prevailing tendency 
was to do a Google search 
Recommendation: 


Google searching is the desired and prefered method of doing online research 
Position searching as the primary in side navigation 
Rename searching to indicate it is a “Google-powered” search, the user will then 
realize whether they want to search just within the library website, or if they want 
to do a basic Google search 
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Test 6 


 


Level:  Moderate 
Object:   


Consumer Reports 
Observation:   


No user was able to use the Global link “Research” to find out how to access the 
online version of Consumer Reports 
Recommendations: 


The basic library patron and therefore online user  does not have an advanced 
researching need 
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Test 7a 


 


Level:  Moderate 
Object:   


Search for your favorite DVD 
Observation:   


Most user’s could identify the links necessary in order to find information about 
their favorite DVD’s 
Recommendations:   


The website only positions new movies 
Most patron’s were aware new-release DVD’s are in highest demand 
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Test 7b 


 


Level:  High 
Object:   


DVD searching - DYNIX 
Observation: 


User’s were confused with the term “DYNIX” 
Searching for DVD’s was both difficult and frustrating 
Recommendations: 


A better DVD search interface would need to be developed 
User’s were aware that some DVD’s can be in high demand 
User’s also voiced a need for a DVD reservation system 
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Information Architecture 
Appendix A represents the implemented recommendations in static wireframe form.  


 Revised Top Level Global Navigation 


o Catalog Search is reinforced as part of this new Global Navigation System 


 Community and About Us is re-positioned in order of importance 


 4 columns are reduced to 3 columns 


o Book Notes needs to be relabeled 


 Search Engines needs to be reinforced as the primary point of research 


o “Powered by Google” needs to be relabled, as all participants were Google 


searchers 


 Book Notes is the lowest of the side navigations scheme 


Heuristic Analysis 
Appendix B represents the heuristic analysis report.  The heuristic analysis report represents the 


system analysis and inspection of the user interface design of the M/RCPL website.  
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Appendix A - Wireframe 
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Appendix B - Heuristic Analysis 
Usability Heuristic Evaluation Checklist 


 


Project:    http://mrcpl.org/   


Mansfield/Richland County Public Library Redesign  


                                                                                                                  


Visibility of System Status POOR GOOD EXCELLENT 


It is easy to know the current location 
within the overall map of the site. 
 
Note: 


   


It is clear what information is available 
at the current location. 
 
Note: 


   


The current information matches what 
you expect to find. 
 
Note: 


   


It is clear where you can go from the 
current location. 
Note: 
 


   


It is always clear what is happening from 
each action you perform. 
 
Note: 
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User Control and Freedom POOR GOOD EXCELLENT 


It is always easy to return to the Home 
Page. 
 
Note: 


   


It is easy to access all major portions of 
the site from the Home Page. 
 
Note:   


   


No unnecessary technologies are used. 
 
Note: 


   


Graphic Links are also available as text 
links. 
 
Note:  BOOK NOTES is an example of poor 
graphics linkage 


   


 


Consistency and Standards POOR GOOD EXCELLENT 


Links are used and appear in standard 
web style. 
 
Note:  Very basic naming is employed for 
navigation  


   


Menus are used and appear in standard 
web style. 
 
Note: 
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The site supports all major browsers. 
 
Note: 


   


There is clear notification if special 
technologies or browser versions are 
required. 
 
Note: 


   


Link labels match destination page titles 
or headers. 
 
Note:  Mansfield/Richland County Public 
Library is the only title designation 


   


Overall, the site behaves like one expects 
a web site to behave. 
Note: 


   


 


Recognition rather than recall POOR GOOD EXCELLENT 


Available actions are always clearly 
presented. 
 
Note: 


   


Labels and links are described clearly. 
 
Note:  Links need to be more descriptive 
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Aesthetic and minimalist design POOR GOOD EXCELLENT 


The site structure is simple and clear 
without unnecessary complications. 
Note: 


   


There are no instances of extraneous 
information. 
Note: 


   


There are no instances of misplaced 
information. 
Note: 


   


Color choices allow for easy readability 
Note:  the color scheme is color-blind neutral 


   


The site is aesthetically pleasing. 
 
Note:  


   


 


Help, documentation, recovery 
from errors 


POOR GOOD EXCELLENT 


A site map or other navigational 
assistance is always readily available. 
Note:  No Site Map is available 
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If needed, a FAQ is available. 
 


Note:  NO FAQ is available 


   


No errors occur unnecessarily. 
 
Note: 


   


If necessary, a search function is readily 
available. 
 


Note: Reposition search, and use “powered by 
Google” 


   


If necessary, error messages are clear 
and in plain language. 
 
Note: 


   


It is easy to cancel or exit from 
operations. 
 


Note:  No operations are within the website 


   


It is easy to contact support through 
email or a web forum. 
 


Note:  Support is not available 


   


 


Language POOR GOOD EXCELLENT 


The content language is clear and simple. 
 
Note: 
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The vocabulary is appropriate for the 
intended audience. 
 
Note: 


   


 


Other Comments 
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Appendix C – Competitive Analysis 
This list represents various public libraries across the United States.  The list is compiled as a 


basis of comparison for the future redesign considerations for the Mansfield/Richland County 


Public Libary. 


Portage county district library – Information architecture 


Columbus Metropolitan Library 
http://www.columbuslibrary.org/ 


Akron Summit County Library 
http://www.akronlibrary.org/ 


County of Los Angeles Public Library 
http://www.colapublib.org/ 


The New York Public Library 
http://www.nypl.org/ 


Public Library of Youngstown & Mahoning County 
http://www.libraryvisit.org/ 


Norwin Public Library 
http://norwinlibrary.nb.net/ 


Piscataway Public Library 
http://www.piscatawaylibrary.org/ 


Niagara Falls Public Library 
http://www.niagarafallspubliclib.org/Default.htm 


Dexter Free Library 
http://www.nc3r.org/dexterlib/ 


Big Flats Library 
http://www.ccld.lib.ny.us/big_flats.htm 
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The Partnership has been
rated 4 stars from Charity
Navigator for efficient use
of donor funding.


Enhance the value of your gift. Ask your Human Resource department about
your company’s matching gift program.


Many companies offer the opportunity to make donations through payroll
deductions. Check with your Human Resource department. If your company
is involved in the United Way or Combined Federal Campaign or Children's
Charities of America, please remember to specify the Partnership for a Drug-
Free America as the recipient of your support.


With the GivingExpressSM program, 
giving has never been so easy or rewarding.


Give to your favorite charity by donating with your American Express Card.
Donations can be made in dollars or Membership Rewards® points. Your
dollar donation is tax deductible and you will receive an e-mail receipt that
meets IRS requirements as a record of your contribution. The site also
enables you to set up recurring donations to your favorite charity. Plus, you
can earn one Membership Rewards point for virtually every dollar you donate
on an eligible, enrolled Card.


Learn about our special events and our new Time to Talk campaign.


Create a dedicated memorial page.


Inquire about our Corporate Sponsorship opportunities.


Find a local affiliate in your state.


Thank you for supporting of the Partnership for a Drug-Free America, a 501(c) (3) nonprofit
organization. All contributions are tax deductible to the extent allowed by law.
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